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corporate social responsibility is
no longer an option; it’s the cost
of entry. 

~ amy fenton, Nielsen's global leader
of public development and
sustainability



it is a concept most Americans support.
in fact, a recent study on corporate social
responsibility (csr) conducted by the
Nielsen company shows that 2/3 of
respondents prefer to work for a socially
responsible company and more than half
are willing to pay extra for products and
services from companies that are
committed to positive social and
environmental impact.

do good.



the good news is many companies are
doing just that. they have thriving
corporate social responsibility programs.

but how much good are these
programs really doing?

"over the last 20 years, #csr has not
proven all that effective & certainly not
enough to make #socialchange.”

~ @svpcharlotte Twitter account



corporate social responsibility programs
should be about community first. they
shouldn't be just a brand campaign for
the company. companies must make csr
a core part of their business model, not
just an extension of another function.
they can achieve this by following four
steps.



connect csr to
business goals

csr activities must be aligned with the
organization’s core mission, values, and
service or product. these activities must
work to achieve business objectives and
should have measurable outcomes.



make csr more than a
brand campaign

having visibility is great, but how does the
visibility help move the needle? if the answer
doesn’t come back to a measurable business
outcome, then the company needs to
reevaluate its csr activities.



design mutually
beneficial programs

csr is not just about the company. It is
also about the community. activities
should not be limited by a specific period
of time. they should be long-term and
have the ability to impact a large number
of people or an entire community for
generations.



create funding models
that give deep, not
wide.
currently, many companies set budgets for
their csr work and distribute money to
organizations through a grant process that
spreads their funds across many
organizations & causes. using the give deep
model, organizations will invest heavily in
one area & develop a self-sustaining
revenue stream to ensure long-term impact.
partnerships and collaboration are key to
the success of this model.



benefits of give deep

positions non-profit as a business
partner who can help corporation
meet business goals
provides long-term funding to have
greater impact in core service area

for non-profits:



related content



http://tiny.cc/Deepntwide

read more:

http://tiny.cc/csrbrand
http://tiny.cc/bglobecsr
http://tiny.cc/whatifpdf

http://tiny.cc/Deepntwide
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